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CALLING ATTENTION TO A 
MATTER OF URGENT PUBLIC 

IMPORTANCE 

REPORTED BURNING ALIVE OF SIX 
MEMBERSOF A HARIJAN FAMILY AT 

ARRIYAN NARBU 

VILLAGE (U.  P.) AND INCREASING ATTACKS 
ON H>RUANS IN MOTIHARI (BIWR) 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS AND IN 
THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
(SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, according to infor-
mation ascertained en telephone from the 
Government of Bihar, apprehending a breach 
of peace on 4th May. in village Pathkaulia, 
police station Muffasil, near Motiliaii town, 
a Sub Divisional Magistrate and a Deputy 
Superintendent c( Police with necessary 
complement of police force rushed to the 
village and surprised an unlawful assembly 
of four to five hundred persons indulging in 
arson and assault. The nil assembly is 
alleged to have been bent upon mischief 
against the Musahars (Harijans) of village 
Pathkluutlia. 39 persons were arrested on the 
spot. It was found that 2 huts had been burnt 
and 5 huts damaged and some giain looted. 
It was also learnt that some persons in the 
unlawful assembly had used fire arms 
without, however causing injuries to any 
person. Two gun licencees and seven other 
were subsequently arrested. Fuller details 
regarding the incident are awaited. 

Government have so far no information 
about the alleged incident in Gonda. 
Government of Uttar Pradesh have  been 
lequested 

to make enquiries and furnish ail (he 
relevant facts. 

The action taken in Motihari would prima 
facie appear to be adequate. It has been the 
consistent policy of the Government that 
wherever such incidents involving safety and 
honour of the members of Scheduled Castes 
or backward classes are apprehended or do 
occui, strongest possible measures should be 
taken to deal with the miscreants and bring 
about a sense of securily and protection to 
the affected persons. 
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SHRI P. K. KUNJACHEN (Kerala) : 1 
would like to bring to the notice of the 
Minister the incidents of burning of six 
Harijans in U.P. and also the atrocities 
committed on the Harijans in Bihar. On 
several occasions things like this have been 
discussed in this House and also in the Lok 
Sabha. Even though discussions are going 
on many a time, the steps taken by the State 
Governments are not adequate to protect the 
interests of the Harijans, especially their 
lives, their property, etc. When these inci-
dents occur, the police never register the 
actual cases. They always record false cases. 
Many instances can be cited to prove this. 

On 2-8-1972 a Calling Attention Motion 
was moved in the Lok Sabha on the question 
of burning alive ten Harijans in Makaria 
village in Moradabad district in Urtar Pradesh. 
At that time when the discussion was going 
on, the Home Minister said that according to 
his information the Harijans were killed or 
burnt by wild lire. This statement was 
challenged by Lok Sabha member Shri B. P. 
Maurya who said that the case was fabricated 
by the Police. He  even to the extent of saying 
that he was prepared to resign his seat on this 
issue. He was prepared to prove his case. 

Another instance is what happened in 
Kerala. In Chengannur village of Alleppey 
district of Kerala one Sivaraman was shot 
dead in day light by the goondas and the 
Janmis. All the accused in that case were set 
free. Similarly in Kottayam district, one 
Thankppan, a Harijan, was killed during day 
tune. All the accused in this case also were 
set free. These Janmis or landlords are 
always in an advantageous position. They 
have got ample money and therefore 
influence. They approach the police after 
committing these atrocities and took up cases 
in such a way that all the accused go scot 
free. These are things which  are  happening  
not only  in   Keral; 
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[Shri P. K. Kunjachen ] but in almost all 

the States of India. The question is: how can 
those be prevented ? So many suggestions 
have been already made in this connection. 
Though strict instructions have been given to 
the State Governments to take stern action 
against these goondas and janmis, there has 
been no improvement in the situation. , 

Sir, twenty-five years have passed since we 
achieved Independence. Even now huts 
belonging to Harijans are set on fire with 
impunity. There is a colony in Madras where 
hundreds of huts belonging to Harijans were 
set on fire. In Madras itself 45 persons were 
burnt alive in Kizhuvenmani and all the 
accused involved in this case were set free. 
This is what is happening in India. It was 
even suggested to set up a court to protect the 
interests of Scheduled Castes and Tribes in 
keeping with the provisions enshrined in the 
Constitution. My suggestion is that a 
Parliamentary Committee consisting of 
Members of both the Houses should be 
constituted.. 

AN HON. MEMBER : There is already a 
Parliamentary Committee. 

SHRI P. K. KUNJACHEN : That 
Committee has only limited powers. The 
Committee that I am suggesting should have 
judicial powers. They must be asked to go 
into this question in detail and submit their 
report to Parliament and on the basi of this 
report stringent action should be taken against 
the culprits. Otherwise, we will not be able to 
prevent these atrocities. I hope the hon. Home 
Minister will agree with my proposal. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA : The Hon. 
Member has suggested that a Committee of 
Members of Parliament should be appointed 
and that Committee should have judicial 
powers to inquire into all these matters and 
make a report. I submit that even now there 
exists a Committee of Members of Parliament 
on Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. It 
is a very active Committee and it is acting. . . 

SHRI P. K. KUNJACHEN : It is the usual    
Committee which is functioning. 

SHRI JAGDISH   PRASAD  MATHUR 
R jasthan) : He wants a committee on this 
particular incident. 

 
 
 
SHRI P. K. KUNJACHEN : F want a 

committee to inquire into the atrocities on 
the Harijans and it should be vested with 
judicial powers. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS  MIRDHA : Well. Sir, if 
the non. Member has in view that thi> 
committee of Members of Parliament should 
have judicial powers and take the place of the 
courts and the cases should go to them-1 think 
it   does not fit in with the constitutional 
pattern under which we are working and even 
if such a committee is established. I do not 
think it would ignore the law of procedure or 
go beyond   what the present courts  are  
doing.   Well,    Sir,    the  basic problems a 
still remain and whatever action on the 
legislative plane, at the administrative level, 
needs to be   taken is   being   taken. 
Instructions that the Government of India has 
issued, whatever steps we   have taken, 
initiative that  the Prime    Minister herself has  
taken  in  this  matter,  have produced results 
and the State Governments, and the police 
officers in particular, ate much more 
conscious of the seriousness of these crimes, 
which are being attended to in a very expedi-
tious manner.   The    discussions held   in 
Parliament also have a very  good effect on 
the State Governments and they realise that 
the Members of Parliament feel very much 
agitated and very rightly so when such inci-
dents come to their notice and when they find 
that the State Governments have not done as 
much as we think that they should do, they 
feel agitated. Discussions in this House have 
also had a very salutary effect in making the 
State Governments and the State authorities 
aware or their responsibilities in    this    
behalf,   I   think.   Sir,   it    is   not correct to 
say that the State authorities must do not take 
active interest in these cases. In this particular 
case itself, the authorities, i   Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate, the D. S. P., all these officers went 
to the spot and arrested 39 persons.   The 
Collector and the Superintendent of Police 
also went to the spot and immediately started 
the investigation into the case and arrested the 
persons even on the first day.  So, 1 do not 
think that the committee of the  nature 
suggested by the honour able Member would 
be feasible. 

As regards the other things, well, Sir.as-1 
have said, we are trying to have special 
procedures of investigation and the State 
Governments are  being requested  to  take 
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special interest, in the prosecution of these 
cases and to see that the culprits are brought 
to book. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN    Yes, Mr. 
Yadav. 
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Six members of a Marijan family were 
burnt alive in a fire that destroyed the 
residential part of Sarriyan Narbu 
village last week, says a delayed report. 
Three persons had rushed into the 
burning house to save the family, 
jewellry buried within.    Several houses 
weregutted

." 
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SHRI   TH1LLAI    VILLALAN    (Tamil 
Nadu) : Sir,   this   is   not   a stray incident 
of   inhuman    action againt   the Harijan 
community.    We have been witnessing this 
sort of incidents from time to   time   from 
place to place in our country.  Every  time 
certain atrocious incidents are brought to the 
notice of this House or the other House; 
there are so many   incidents which are not 
brought to the notice of this House.     Sir, 
we    are   having    a    legislation  also,   the 
Untouchability   (Offences)   Act   on     our 
Statute  Book.    Every  State is   trying    to 
implement the provisions of this legislation 

effectively. But, Sir, we are unable to 
prevent the inhuman attitude of a section of 
the society. In view of this situation, t would 
like to know from the hon. Minister whether 
any steps can be taken for changing the mind 
of the people by any other method, not by 
mere legislation because it depends upon the 
mind of the people; a section of the society is 
still practising the offence of untouchability 
in remote corners of our country. I would 
like to know from the hon. Minister whether 
in coordination with the Ministry of Social 
Welfare and Home Affairs any positive steps 
can be taken to change or bring about a 
social revolution. in the mind of the society. 
Is there any proposal or is there any scheme 
under consideration by the Government for 
any social revolution or social change apart 
from legislation ? 

 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA : Th,: hon. 
Member has touched upon a very vital point. 
He is correct when he says that Jaws by 
themselves will not bring about the type of 
change that is necessary before this eyil of 
untouchability is really eradicated, Now that 
again is not something which governmental 
action by itself can do. There is a lot that the 
Government has done and is doing on the 
legislative front, on the administrative front, 
but essentially it is a matter far all of us to 
get involved into this so that this taint of 
untouchability is removed from the minds 
and hearts of all of us. 

As regards coordination in the measures of 
social welfare that are taken, I would submit 
that recently a  decision has been taken that 
the Department concerned with the welfare 
of the  backward   classes  been transferred 
from the Department of Social Welfare' to 
i   the Ministry of Home Affairs so that there 
could  be   better coordination  and  this  is 
exactly in pursuance of the feelings and ideas 
expressed by hon. Members. It is not merely 
a law and order problem.    In a    limited 
extent it is a law and order problem and can 
to that extent be dealt with in that manner 
but that is not the whole thing.   The real 
issue is how to change firstly the    living 
 conditions, the economic and social status and 
other connected things of the backward classes 
and to bring about this desired coordination 
this recent change has been done and we will 
proceed in accordance wifn !
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[Shri Ram Niwas Mirdha] 
the feelings and wishes expressed by hon. 
Members. And with this better coordination 
may be we will be nearer to a solution of this   
intractable problem. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal) : 
Sir, 1 should begin by making a suggestion. 
First of all, it is not enough for the Govern-
ment to treat this at the departmental level or 
even at the ministerial level. The problem is 
much top serious and is.by no means merely 
a law and order problem. This is a major 
social problem which we are facing and has 
to be tackled as such. Sir, when the National 
Integration Council was revived in 1968 it 
was thought that that Council would function 
and pay attention (o such problems as this but 
unfortunately the National Integration 
Council as a whole has not met since 1968, 
since the revival meeting. There have been of 
course meetings of the Standing Committee of 
the National Integration Council but not of 
the whole body and now for the last two 
years and more even the meetings of the 
Standing Committee of the National 
Integration Council are not held. We are told 
that the Council is going to be revived. We 
read about it in the papers. 1 am a Member 
of the National Integration Council and also 
a Member of the Standing Committee of the 
National Integration Council but 1 do not 
know what are the ideas of revival, how it is 
going to be revived and why it has not 
worked. Nobody discusses these things with 
us. The Department will prepare something 
and then we, members of the political parties, 
will be asked to come and join or rejoin. To 
say the least, this is not showing respect to 
political parties. Mr. Mirdha has made a state-
ment about the revival of this thing. It is 
good if it is revived, but then he should dis-
cuss it with others as to what should be the 
basis for revival. Have you learnt from past 
experience? Now, Sir, as far as this issue is 
concerned, the Prime Minister, in my view, 
should call a national level meeting only to 
discuss this question. It must not be mixed 
with any other question. We should see how 
we can give the fullest measure of protection 
to our Harijan brothers and sisters and it is a 
protection to us. We cannot say that we are a 
civilised nation because these are not 
outrages against any individuals, bad as*they 
are and heinous as they arc. They are 

outrages against humanity. It is an outrage 
against our fair name, an outrage against our 
claim that we are a civilised nation with an 
ancient heritage of civilisation. The whole 
thing is struck a cruel blow by this kind of 
thing and, therefore, the Government should 
tackle it from that angle and rise to the 
occasion. So, I suggest that a meeting should 
be called at the national level to discuss this 
phenomenon and to devise ways and means of 
tackling it at the national level, at the State 
level and at other levels and to fix 
responsibilities for various authorities, both 
official and non-official, as to what they 
should do and should not do in fighting this 
menace and shame. This should be done. It 
should be a nationally agreed plan of 
offensive against this thing which must have 
its economic side, administrative side, social 
side, political aspect and every -thing. That is 
very essential. It cannot be left to be settled 
by some department or even some Ministry, 
however well-intentioned they may be. They 
are incapable of doing it. The nature of the 
problem is such that il requires a summoning 
of the collective wisdom, collective 
determination and a proper mobilisation of 
all that is best in order to make it a thing of 
the forgotten past, if we can forget it. That is 
how we should view it. So, that should be 
done. Irrespective of whether the National 
Integration Council is going to be revived or 
not. this meeting at the national level should 
be held with none agenda and one agenda 
also. 

Then, Sir, «w hat about the Slates? I have 
been to Uttar Pradesh. Persecution of 
Harijans has grown in recent months and the 
U. P. Government has proved utterly incom-
petent, if not worse, in giving protection to 
Harijans and punishing those people who are 
responsible for indulging in such orgies of 
violence against our brothers and sisters o\~ 
the Harijan community. I am told that some 
of the authorities are soft towards the 
criminals and harsh to the Harijans. Even 
complaints are not entertained by the local 
authorities and when the) are brought to their 
notice in Lueknow, they are not heeded by 
the Ministers and others. 1 put it that Mr. 
Kamalapathi Tripathi has not displayed that 
he has some special duty in this matter as the 
head of the Government of an important 
State of this country. What is going to 
happen? Take your police*   What    is   the     
use     of   telling 
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us ?   Some    police   people    indulged   in    | 
the  persecution   of Harijans.     They   en-
couraged     it    and    they   are   party   to it.    
As far as U. P.    is concerned, I have seen how 
the Special Armed  Constabulary or the P. A. 
C, whatever you call it, participated   in   
organising   lootings   and   riots and things like 
that.   Now, we cannot rely upon these forces 
only.   There should be investigation.    When     
such   an     incident takes place, the Central 
Government should, on its own, start immediate 
investigation not only as to the immediate 
circumstances of the incident  but as to other 
social and political factors, economic factors 
which led to such a  situation.   The matter 
should be investigated by the Centre.    {Time 
Bell rims).    Let me finish.    The    thing   
should be investigated by the Central   
authority.   It should not be left to the local 
authority who may not tell the truth or may not 
carry  out proper investigation. 

Sir   1  think  under the Constitution we Owe a 
special   responsibility in this matter. 
Therefore    the  responsibility    should    be 
operated effectively.    Therefore,   I   suggest 
that whenever such incidents take place the 
Minister  of State from  the Centre should 
personally   visit   the   area   and   study   the 
situation   then put his own    machinery in 
operation to get reports and  other things 
because we must   know  the causes.   It is not 
a question of punishing the criminal only it 
must be done. The men who have committed 
the arson   or indulged in killings   must be 
punished.   The facts    behind"   it   the other 
forces behind it  the social environment 
behind it must also be carefully gone into in 
order that we can wipe   them out. We should 
eliminate the hostile factors.    I am talking in 
individual terms.    These are the things to be 
done.    I should like to know whether at the   
Centre you have got any person ill high 
position.   There   should be a    Director or a 
Joint Secretary especially deputed to this task 
belonging to the Harijan community   and   
specifically  assigned   this task or looking 
after this aspect of the work. This  should be 
done at the Stale level also Harijan  people 
should be given   promotion if necessary by 
waiving the law so that they can occipy 
certain   important key positions in the 
tdministration and assigned responsibility 1 
ccause they will feel then much more secure    
In such    matters their   responses will be 
quicker. That is why  1   say   s#ch 

things are necessary. It requires an all round 
integrated approach in every aspect of the 
problem in respect of every aspect of the 
matter. Hence 1 would end up by 
suggesting that let us now take some steps 
for mobilising the national opinion. Let us 
make a national effort against this shame 
otherwise there cannot be any protection 
against this outrage. What we need is to 
treat this thing on war footing. Let us go all 
out against it as if in war because we are 
responsible for this kind of crime against 
our nation against our people against 
everything. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA : Sir the 
problem of ' backwardness their economic 
and social development their protection is 
certainly a national problem We have never 
regarded it as a party question much less a 
routine matter which can be dealt with in a 
routine departmental and governmental 
fashion. The nation as a whole should be 
concerned as to these incidents. 

It is    true that the National Integration 
Council has not met for a long time and the 
main    reason why it cannot be summoned 
immediately is that a large number of its 
remembers have become defunct  or irre-
levant.   Many ol the Chief Ministers who i    
were members are no longer there.    Many !    
of the important party leaders who use to be 
members  of this Committee     are  no longer 
in  that  position and   therefore   it I   would 
not serve the purpose merely to call a meeting 
of the National Integration Council or the 
Standing Committee.   But we are trying to 
revive the whole National Integration 
machinery. 

SHRI     BHUPESH GUPTA :    That   is 
not    correct.    I  must correct   him.   The 

;    Congress Party    leadership    has   changed. 
But has Morarji Desai become the leader of 

i    Congress   Part> ?   The C. P. 1. leadership 
has changed but 1 am there   whether you like 
it or not.   I am still here.    Mr. Gopalan of   the    
Marxist    Party   is    there.    Many other 
people are  here.    The Chief Ministers came 
as Chief Ministers.    Chief  Mini-ters do not 
come in as individuals.    Under the    
Presidents    Rule there were no Chief 
Ministers.   The    Governors    were     there. I   
Therefore the States have either their Chief I    
Minister or the Governor. 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta] 
If you like you have them. Then Muslim 

representatives were there. They are still 
there. Vice-Chancellors came as Vice Chan-
cellors. They are there. Why do you give 
such infantile argument ? Mr. Mirdha you 
have not thought over it. Think over as to 
what arguments should be given. After all as 
you know 1 played a part in the formulation 
of the policies of the National Integration 
Council in Srinagar. So kindly do not give 
this argument.    • 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN . Please sit 
down. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA :   Sir  this is •a 
lapse on this part.   1 do not take it seriously. 
But he should not give this argument. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Listen to 
his further arguments. 

SHRI RAM N1WAS MIRDHA : Even 
after accepting that it is a possible lapse on 
my part, I would say that there were certain 
members of the Council and its various 
bodies who were there in their individual 
capacity-eminent peo, le in public life 
scholars Vice-Chancellors and persons like 
that. I am not disputing your basic conten-
tion that many of the party members and 
particularly durable leaders like Mr. 
Bhupesh Gupta are happily still with us. But 
there are many other changes which have 
taken place and to make it representative of 
the public opinion as at present and 
representative of the various parties some 
real rethinking has to be done and is being 
done. I certainly agree with the hon. 
Member that the Opposition should be taken 
into confidence before the whole scheme is 
finalised. 

With regard to the other suggestion that a 
national conference should be called just to 
discuss this question, well this is also in a 
way linked with the National Integration 
Council. If we are able to activise the Na-
tional Integration Council soon, I hope the 
need for a special conference of the nature 
suggested by the hon. Member would not 
arise. In any case I will convey his sug-
gestion to the Prime Minister and we will 
keep his suggestions in view while re-formu-
lating the National Integration Council 
machinery. Then the hon. Member said that 
the Government of India should be more 
active in this respect and whenever we come 
to know of any incident the Minister himself 
should go there. That is exactly what we have 
been doing.   I have myself 

gone to a number of places. When the 
Purnea incident took place I went there. Our 
officers have been going off and on when 
such serious incidents take place. The 
Government of India will take all action that 
is consistent with our Constitutional rights 
and responsibilities with regard to this 
problem. 1 hope we will receive full co-
operation from the Members of Parliament 
and all leaders of public opinion in this 
effort. 
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SHRI K. CHANDRASEKHARAN (Ke-

rala) : Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, we are 
only doing lip-service to the Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes and this is clear from 
the fact that in spite of the so-called serious 
work done in this regard during a quarter 
of a century the condition of the Harijans is 
far from healthy and satisfactory. 

Sir, this is the Ninth occasion if I remember 
a right, after my entry into this House that 
we have been discussing incidents like this 
that happen in one or the other State and so 
far as incidents like these are concerned the 
worst culprits appear to be Bihar, U.P. and 
M. P. I do not think that this sort of 
incidents that we are discussing at present 
should ever happen. A mere inquiry by the 
law and order machinery of a particular 
State would not suffice and I have no doubt 
that the honourable Member Mr. Kunja-
chen has really suggested that a committee 
should go into this particular matter only 
because of these things. But I am rather 
hesitant, Sir, in regard to the suggestion 
that has been made by the honourable 
Member Shri Bhupesh Gupta that a 
National level meeting should be held to 
discuss this thing. 

I think Sir, we are having too many 
meetings and these meetings end up with a 
serving of cashew nuts and Parle's biscuits 
and it is really doubtful whether anything 
serious will come out of these meetings with 
a large number of representatives with the 
Prime Minister or the Home Minister sitting 
at the head and with some decisions being 
recorded which are hardly implemented 
either by the Central Government or by the 
State Governments. Sir, unless we improve 
the social and economic conditions of the 
Harijans in this country there is no question 
of saving them from incidents of the nature 
that are under discussion now and for that 
purpose there are constitutional provisions 
and what more there are clear directives 
from the Home Ministry right from 1950 
onwards in regard to education in regard to 
reservation of posts for the Scheduled 
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes in public 
services and in services in the public sector 
concerns. There are clear circulars of the 
Home Ministry right from 1950 onwards 
and may I ask the honourable Home 
Minister which public sector concern in this 
country or which 

State Government has taken it seriously to 
implement the reservation formula in th« 
public services and in the services in tht 
public sector concerns. 

SHRI GANESHI LAL CHAUDHARY : 
They have flouted. 

SHRI K. CHANDRASEKHARAN : I say 
Sir, that so far as the Reserve Bank is 
concerned so far as the Indian Airlines is 
concerned and so far as the many other 
public sector undertakings are concerned the 
reservation provisions which are contained in 
the Home Ministry circulars have not been 
respected have not been implemented. 1 
would therefore, suggest to the Home 
Minister at this stage to see that instead of 
formulating new criteria and arriving at new 
decisions by meetings or discussions I would 
be satisfied the country would be satisfied 
and the Harijans would be pre-eminently 
satisfied if the recorded decisions of the 
Government of India in this regard are 
implemented. Would the Home Minister 
give an assurance in this regard ? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Yes. Mr. 
Minister. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA : Well Sir, 
I agree that Government orders relating to 
reservations for Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes are not being implemented 
in public sector undertakings to the extent 
that we wish to. But there are various types 
of difficulties. Some enterprises say that they 
cannot do so unless they change their 
Memorandum of Association. That also we 
have tried to do. We have drawn a list of the 
respective Ministries which control these 
public enterprises and have issued necessary 
instructions in this respect. 

Well, I do not want to go into the details. I 
would certainly agree that a lot more needs 
to be done. But so far as the reservations in 
Government service is concerned whether at 
the stage of initial recruitment or even of 
promotion this is done quite satisfactorily. 
But I agree that so far as public enterprises 
are concerned a lot more needs to be done 
particularly when more and more of our 
economy is coming in the public sector. 
When the public sector is dominating it is not 
a proper thing that the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes be denied of their legitimate 
rights of reservations prescribed for them. I 
can assure the hon. Member that we shall try 
to do all in our power to see that our orders 
ar implemented. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Mr. Kul-
arni. 

SHRI A. G. KULKARNI : Sir, I am the 
ast man to ask questions. I have carefully 
istened to what the hon. Minister has said, 
t has become a ritual to speak in the tenor n 
which the Government is pleading its ;ase. 
But the point that I want to raise is his. Sir, 
I can understand that the long-erm problem 
is really economic problem— 
0 increase the status of Harijans and Sche- 
luled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and 
ithers. The society is not going to give 
hem the respect unless that is done. 
But even looking to this the short-term 

roblem has been ignored, because, Sir, ou 
and I and everybody in this House now the 
problem is in the villages where lese 
communities are particularly harassed y 
the majority communities-Mhe Marathas 
1 Maharashtra, the Jats in Punjab 
and Har- 
ina, the Thakurs in Uttar Pradesh and so 
n. It is a shame, Sir, that even after the 
Sth year of our independence, such, things 
Jntinue. 
In this connection, Sir, I would like to 
note three sentences from The Times of 
idia dated the 10th May, 1973: 

"LATUR May 9. A Harijan couple )f 
Murud-Akola, in Osmanabad district, 
:nelt before the Deputy Collector here 
luring the Maharashtra Day Celebrations 
ind requested him to include their names 
n the list of slaves instead of voters..." 
r this is the report. This is the type of 
eatment the Harijans are getting. This 
)uple was threatened by the village sarpanch 
n that day. I again quote. You will all ; 
interested   to  know   what   is the fault 

the Harijan couple ? This is what the 
port says : 

"The same day Mr. Tukaram was beaten 
vhen he objected to a villager threaten-ng 
to beat his wife with a cane as she cared 
his owner's buffalo away..." 
he wife of a Harijan was beaten because e 
scared away the buffalo. That is why e 
was beaten and Tukaram was beaten. it 
not a shame ? Is that not a shame to ail ? 

There is another report.   In a village in 
3 Osmanabad district a Harijan and his 
fe  were  both taken round   the naked, 
is appears in 'Maharashtra Times' of 9th    I 
ay, 1973.
 
/ 

Sir, while bringing these points is it not 
utter shame to all of us that in the celebra-
tion of our independence—of 25th year of 
our independence—we are still not able to 
raise the status of the Harijans. 

I am a man living in a village. I think 
there are two points which are missing. The 
Joint Select Committee is sitting. 
Everybody says that he wants to help the 
Harijans and the weaker sections of society. 
But the point is that the decision is not taken 
in time. I think in Poona district—Mr. 
Gadgil will bear me out—one and a half 
year back some Harijans were beaten by the 
Maratha community in a village. Still after 
one and a half years, though the Chief 
Minister promised that steps will be taken to 
arrest culprits and justice will be met, 
nothing has been done. 

What happened to that justice? These 
people are moving in the towns. What 
happened to the Chief Minister's promise 
that he would take action against the cul-
prits? I went to the Sanjivayya Memorial 
lecture which our President addressed. Our 
Prime Minister was also there. I was very 
much enthused to hear that lecture. But it 
has become more or less a ritual. I request 
that the Prime Minister should call a council 
or a special meeting of the leaders of this 
community and the Chief Ministers and it 
must be somebody's job to see that justice is 
actually given. May I request and have an 
assurance from you for speedy justice? 

Another suggestion that I am making here 
is that flogging by the police must be 
immediately taken up. Unless you flog that 
surpanch or anybody else who defames the 
Harijans and who threatens the Harijans, 
nothing can be done. Otherwise, this type of 
ritual explanations and defence will go on 
for another 2000 years and Harijans will be 
harassed by the Jats, Chaudhurys and 
Rajputs. Therefore, I would request you that 
in the interest of justice, flogging should be 
introduced. 

SHRI RAM N1WAS MIRDHA : The hon. 
Member has suggested that flogging as a 
punishment should be introduced particu-
larly when cases of this nature are concerned, 
Sir, I understand and fully share his sense of 
anguish out of which this proposal has 
come. But I wonder if merely by introducing 
flogging as a punishment it could be done. It 
is true that cases do get delayed and as i 
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said earlier we are trying to devise a special 
procedure of special courts or something like 
that by which there should be expeditious 
disposal of cases. As I said this can only 
make a very small dent into the whole thing. 
You just cannot stop it by these legal or 
administrative measures and not even by 
economic and social uplift of Hari-jans. There 
are Harijans who are economically quite 
better off but even then they are not socially 
accepted by people who are much poorer than 
them. It is a much deeper thing. It is not so 
much a question of economic or social 
outlook of Harijans. Actually we may have to 
change the social outlook of the so-called 
higher class Hindus. That is more important 
than the social outlook of the Harijans. It is a 
thing in which We should all put ourselves 
and not expect the Government to do 
everything for us. We regard it as a matter of 
National shame that even after 25 years the 
Harijans should suffer like this. There should 
be a concerted national effort to see that this 
evil is remedied. 
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SHRI Y. M. MAKWANA (Gujarat) : Mr. 
Deputy Chairman there are many instances 
of atrocities and attacks on Hari-jans in the 
country. I do not want to enumerate them 
here because many of my friends here have 
already enumerated them but the main thing is 
this is a social problem lather than economic 
and in many cases the accused are acquitted 
for want of evidence. Even the nearest 
relatives like father, son mother or brother of 
the victim do not come forward to give 
evidence out of fear. I would like to know 
specifically from the hon. Minister whether 
the Government propose 
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to take any steps to remove these loopholes 
by amending the Indian Penal Code or other 
Acts- That is my specific question to the 
hon. Minister. 

Secondly, the hon. Minister admitted here 
that (his is a social problem mainly based on 
the society. I would suggest here that the 
religious heads in the country like Shri 
Dongreji Puri Shankaracharya and others are 
delivering speeches in public advocating the 
cause of caste system. In their public 
sermoas also they advocate the cause of 
casteism, I therefore want to know whether 
the Government propose to take any action 
against such religious heads as they create 
animosity between the different castes in the 
society. To my mind they are the root cause 
of these atrocities and attacks made on the 
Harijans. Ignorant people in the villages are 
mainly guided by these religious heads and I 
want to know whether the Government 
would take any action against these religious 
heads. 

SHRI RAM NIWAS MIRDHA : It has 
come to Government's notice that Shankar-
acharya of Puri long time back and also 
recently during his tour of Maharashtra did 
make many speeches of the nature referred 
to by the hon. Member. He tried to justify 
the Varnashram vyavastha and along with 
this untouchability and things like that. We 
are in touch with the Maharashtra 
Government and his speeches are being 
scrutinised to see if any legal action can be 
taken against him. 

As regards loopholes in the Criminal 
Procedure Code, Evidence Act or the Indian 
Penal Code we are trying to plug them as 
and when they come to our notice. I would 
also request hon. Members if they have any 
concrete suggestions to send them to us and 
we will certainly consider them seriously. 
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STATEMENT    BY   MINISTER       
RE ARRIVALS AND 

PROCUREMENT OF WHEAT 
DURING 1973-74 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI 
ANNASAHEB SHINDE) : Sir, I beg to lay 
on the Table a statement (in English and 
Hindi) showing the progressive arrivals and 
procurement of wheat during 1973-74. It is, 
of course, as on 9-5-73. 

ANNOUNCEMENT RE GOVERN!^™ 
BUSINESS  FOR  THE   WEEK  COM-

MENCING 14th MAY,  1973 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
DEPARTMENT OF PARLIAMENTARY 

AFFAIRS AND IN THE MINISTRY OF 
WORKS AND HOUSING (SHRI OM 
MEHTA) : Sir, with your permission, I rise 
to announce that Government business in 
this House during the week commencing 
14th May, 1973 will consist of :— 

(1) Discussion on the working of the 
Ministry of Shipping and Transport. 

(2) Consideration and passing of the 
Constitution (Thirty-first Amendment) Bill, 
1973, as passed by Lok Sabha. 

(3) Discussion on the working of the 
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals. 

(4) Consideration and passing of the 
following Bills, as passed by Lok Sabha :— 

(a) The North-Eastern  Hill University 
Bill, 1973. 

(b) The Coal  Mines  (Nationalisation) 
Bill, 1973. 

(5) Discussion on the Approach to the 
Fifth Five Year Plan'. 

To complete the items of business announ-
ced, may I request you, Sir, and the House 
to agree to the extension of the House up to 
Saturday, the 19th May, 1973 ? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Is it 
agreed that we sit till Saturday, the 19th ? 

HON. MEMBERS :  Yes, 

MESSAGE FROM THE LOK SABHA 

THE  NORTH-EASTERN   HILL   UNIVERSITY 
BtLL, 1973 

SECRETARY : Sir, I have to report to 
the House the following message received 
from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary 
of the Lok Sabha :— 

"In accordance with  
Rule 96 of tb- t d1e Prov,s,ons of 
n-mi - Kules of Procedure and 
^n°..ct of Business in Lok Sabha I am 
cycled to enclose herewith the North-
Eastern h,u University Bill, I973, as passed 
by Lok Sabha a( its string held on the 9th 
May, J973." 

Si#, I lay the Bill on the Table. 


